I. Introduction
After the collapse of the World Trade Center (WTC) several years ago by a group of 'Hardline Islam', the phobia of Islam emerged in the west. Westerners began to worry and fear the existence of Islam. It is as if they have the view that Islam is a terrorist religion that teaches people to behave in an anarchist manner. By the west, a group of herds "Hardline Islam" was named a terrorist group for committing acts of terror against the security of a country and even the world. Is this a form of discrimination and criminalization of Islam or not?
In Indonesia, cases of attacks carried out by a group of 'Hardline Islam' have also occurred. For example: Bali bombing case involving Amrozi and Imam Samudra as intellectual actors and executors. This is the case with the 2004 bombing of several churches in Indonesia during the Christmas celebration. In the case of the Bali bombings many people were victims of the suicide bombing. This is the case with the tragedy of church bombings in several regions in Indonesia which were carried out simultaneously.
This portrait does not stop there, the mass media also seems to dissolve into a media that exaggerates the attitudes and actions of a group of individuals who committed acts of violence. The deterioration and labels that appear are new icons for Muslims. Not yet known, whether this is an act of labeling or stigma against Islam by the mass media. Or the mass media just dissolves with the fact that it is as if the facts are true events without scenarios from interested groups ?
To look more deeply at the agenda of media settings in reporting about Islam and Terrorists, researchers want to see this phenomenon in local media in Riau. The reason is that some local media in Riau sometimes dissolve by publishing news about terrorist scorching in several regions in Indonesia. The question is whether this act of labeling or stigma against Islam carried out by the local mass media in Riau or just simply dissolving with the facts that occur without digging information behind the actual facts without a scenario from interested groups ?.
II. Literature Review

Labeling and Labeling Theory
Labeling theory explains deviations especially when the behavior has reached the secondary deviance stage. The deviant definition of re-activist is based also on this labeling theory. In his explanation, labeling theory also uses inter-actionist attitudes that are interested in the consequences of interactions between perverts and ordinary (conventional) societies. This theory does not attempt to explain why certain individuals are attracted or involved in deviant actions, but what is more emphasized is the importance of social definitions and negative social sanctions associated with individual pressures to enter into more deviant actions. Analysis of the labeling is centered on the reactions of others. This means that there are people who give definitions, nicknames, or labels to individuals or actions that according to the person's judgment are negative.
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According to labeling theorists, defining deviations is something that is relative and may even be confusing. Because to understand what meaning of deviant behavior. It must be tested through the reactions of others. Therefore, Becker, one of the originators of labeling theory, defines deviation as "the consequences of applying rules and sanctions by others to an offender". 
Terror Actions Perspective of Conflict Theory
Will the terrorist group's acts of terror be part of the irregularities and efforts to create conflict? In a Sociology perspective, Conflict Theory focuses more on its analysis on the origin of the creation of rules or social order. This theory does not aim to analyze the origin of violations of rules or the background of a person's deviant behavior. The conflict perspective emphasizes the pluralistic nature of society and the imbalance in the distribution of power that occurs between various groups. The conflict perspective understands the community as groups with various competing interests and will tend to conflict with each other. Through that competition, groups with excessive power will create laws and rules that guarantee their interests are won. 
Media Agenda Setting and Agenda
From several assumptions regarding the effects of mass communication, one that survives and develops today considers that mass media by giving attention to certain issues and ignoring others, will have an influence on public opinion. People will tend to know about the things that the media reports on different issues. The main theorizing agenda setting is Maxwell McCombs and Donald Shaw. They wrote that the audience not only studied the news in other matters through the mass media, but also learned how much importance was given to an issue on the topic of the way the mass media placed emphasis on the topic. Terrorism is a phenomenon that is approached by various scientific disciplines, including politics, sociology, psychology, law, criminology and including communication. The problem that often arises later is related to determining the definition of terrorism. According to Mirra Noor Milla in her book entitled Why Choose the Path of Terror? revealed that there was very little agreement between experts in various disciplines in looking at terrorism.
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The definition commonly used is the definition formulated by the US government in the 100-20 US Army Field Manual, stability and support operations, namely: terrorism is the use of calculated violence or the threat of violence to produce fear: intended to force or intimidate the government or society in order achievement of goals which are generally political, religious and ideological goals. 
Mass Media and Terrorism
The reaction to media coverage for September 9 terrorist activities in the United States, Bali bombings, suicide bombings on the Intifada, violence in Chechnya and several other bombings in Indonesia basically complemented the controversy about who or which party is more worthy of being called a terrorist.
Prajarto said that claims from US allies tended to call terrorism carried out by parties that disrupted US interests.
7 According to him, on the other hand, the group accused of selfdefense and back accused the United States and its allies of having carried out more "acts" of terrorism. Despite the endless controversy, terrorism today is more easily understood as the action of a group by using violence to create fear to support the group's goals. One of the controversies over media coverage is rooted in questions about mass media as part of or even one of the groups. 
Islamophobia
Phobias are considered a special form of fear. De Clerq explained that anxiety in phobias is experienced when someone faces a feared object and situation or in anticipation of facing the condition. In response, people exhibit index behavior which is the main characteristic of all phobias. Budapest International Research and Critics Institute-Journal (BIRCI-Journal) Volume 2, No 1, February 2019 , Page: 119-128 e-ISSN: 2615 -3076(Online), p-ISSN: 2615 -1715 www 
When Islamophobia is a Contemporary Issue
According to Abdul Aziz in his article entitled "Counteracting Islamophobia through the Reinterpretation of the Koran" mentioning that Islamophobia is one of the contemporary issues that is being intensified. Not only in the Western media, but also not a few media in Indonesia that launched news about Islamophobia. This indicates that in Indonesia it is also "alert" for the existence of Islamophobia.
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In his article also discussed about the meaning of Islamophobia. According to him the definition of Islamophobia itself is a combination of the words "Islam" and "phobia".
"Islam as it is known, is essentially a divine religion which in its teachings contains commands and prohibitions to associate other than God (Allah SWT.), Starting from having to practice the pillars of Islam and harmony. While the word "phobia", comes from English "phobia", which means fear, hate. 
Radicalism & Terrorism Motiv in Indonesia
Discussing terrorism, the stereotype that emerges is a resistance to Islam. According to Zulfadly in his article in the volume journal Akademika 22 No. 01, January-June 2017 entitled; Radicalism and Motivation of Terrorists in Indonesia mention that Radicalism is understood as an inner attitude that reflects beliefs about a truth which is sometimes difficult to understand. This belief about a true one makes the adherents want to realize it in all aspects of life, where life is carried out according to that right.
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In his article also stated that radicalism is always associated with political ideology which fights for fundamental changes from an order or system, such as economic, political, social, cultural and educational systems and other aspects of life. As an ideology or political Research and Critics Institute-Journal (BIRCI-Journal) Volume 2, No 1, February 2019 , Page: 119-128 e-ISSN: 2615 -3076(Online), p-ISSN: 2615 -1715 www. bircu-journal.com/index.php/birci emails: birci.journal@gmail.com birci.journal.org@gmail.com understanding, radicalism contains a set of ideas or ideas about the shape of society and the state, radicalism also contains strategies and tactics to realize these ideas or ideas. 14 2.9 Phenomenon of Terrorism in Indonesia: Study of Aspects of Theology, Ideology and Movement In his article Zulfi Mubarak, published in the Islamic Society Study journal, "Salam", the explanation of the word terror, is mentioned by the term system, the regime de terreur which first appeared in 1789 in The Dictionnaire of The Academic Francaise (Marijan, 2003 in Mubarak) . 15 The context of the French revolution is inherent in the use of that term. Therefore, the term terrorism at that time had a positive connotation, namely the actions taken to overthrow the despotic ruler and the actions were successfully carried out. However, the practices of terrorism have long been around since 66-67 BC, when extreme Jewish groups carried out acts of terror, including murder, against the Romans who carried out occupations in their territory (roughly in the disputed territories of Israel and Palestine now). Since then, acts of terrorism in various parts of the world, involving various ethnicities and religions continue to occur.
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In Gibbs's view cited by Asfar (2003) , the emergence of controversy regarding the definition of terrorism is inseparable from the fact that labeling of acts of terrorism will stimulate strong criticism of the perpetrators. Therefore the effort to define it will not be separated from political or ideological bias. Meanwhile, in Wardlaw's view (1989), efforts to define terrorism cannot be separated from moral problems. This moral problem relates to the reality that in defining terrorism is inseparable from an assessment that there are violent incidents that are justified on the one hand, and there are incidents of violence that are not justified on the other. Therefore, efforts to define terrorism cannot be separated from controversy.
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Media Construction on the Preaching of Terrorism
Without a doubt, the mass media is essentially in the middle of a social reality that is full of various interests, conflicts, and facts that are so complex. The media message is not present in the midst of the public, but through a pull mechanism of strong internal and external interests. The agenda presented in the media is not just the actual reality, but a formulation of editorial work that brings back different realities on the face.
Terrorism, Radicalism & Indonesian identity
In the article entitled Terrorism, Radicalism and Indonesian Identity written by Widyanigrum, et al., It was stated that basically, the symptoms of actions that were charged with violence and triggered conflicts could occur when a love of a particular value system continued to be developed so that it was politically charged. By cornering others for their religious or ethnic ownership, then acts of hatred are actually taking place in the form of resistance and resistance, especially aspects of ideas and institutions that are considered contrary to their beliefs. This form of rejection and fruit of hatred is often the main cause of mass violence. Efforts to strengthen the value system and perspective that refer to a certain Research and Critics Institute-Journal (BIRCI-Journal) Volume 2, No 1, February 2019 , Page: 119-128 e-ISSN: 2615 -3076(Online), p-ISSN: 2615 -1715 www level of ideology will ultimately strengthen the joints of belief in the truth of certain ideologies that are superior to others.
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The article also explained that in a pluralistic society where conflicts of interest are subscribed, the value of democracy then becomes the hope for peaceful conflict resolution. In the name of democracy, every human being should ideally get recognition and appreciation for himself. Later democracy is often identified with freedom of expression. Freedom of opinion as a form of self-expression and the right of every human being has become the key in the debate over the practice of radicalism that is increasingly growing in various layers of society. Last radicalism practices are considered the same as the forms of self-expression that are part of Human Rights (HAM). The reason is, when every individual and group has found space for expression, then at this point radicalism begins to enter and is played by certain interest actors.
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III. Research Methodology
This study uses Fairclough CDA model of the procedure for critical discourse analysis whose stages consist of three, namely description, interpretation and explanation. The research methodology in this research uses qualitative research methodology. Qualitative methodology is more intended to express a picture and / or understanding (understanding) about how and why a phenomenon or reality occurs.
IV. Discussion
After analyzing media texts, the question that then arises for researchers is how do the media understand the meaning of terrorists? From the search of researchers, it was found that the use of the word terrorist in every constructed reality was nothing more than an informant's statement without giving the literacy to the public about something behind reality.
It must be admitted that as a business industry, the media has subordinated public interests to commercial interests. The media seems trapped in a desire to respond to the mass taste of a group of people (capitalists). J.H. Altschull stated that the market model related to the problem of media confidence includes media should be free from outside interference, the media serves the public's right to obtain information, learn and present the truth, and provide reports fairly and objectively.
The main problem that arises now is that when the concentration of capital ownership in the media industry is getting stronger, media and journalism in it are also threatened to become just business and merchandise. Rupert Murdoch examines how global media business is increasingly corner journalism as a product of merchandise.
Then, what is the labeling of terrorists against Islam on news about terrorist cases in Tribun Pekanbaru and Riau Pos daily newspapers? Based on the results of the analysis that the researchers did, labeling terrorists against Islam did not get recognition and concrete accountability from the editorial ranks. According to the person in charge of page one of Riau Pos, he did not label terrorists in Islam in each of his reports. As is the case with Tribun Budapest International Research and Critics Institute-Journal (BIRCI-Journal) Volume 2, No 1, February 2019 , Page: 119-128 e-ISSN: 2615 -3076(Online), p-ISSN: 2615 -1715 www. bircu-journal.com/index.php/birci emails: birci.journal@gmail.com birci.journal.org@gmail.com Pekanbaru, the Production Manager emphasized that there was no party to label terrorists in Islam. This shows that the writing of the word terrorist in the media is not a labeling given to Islam. However, the media is trapped in western discourse through a group of state elites who try to use the media to roll out meaningful terrorist words in trapping the power of Islam. The meaning of terrorists understood by the editor of Tribun Pekanbaru and Riau Pos is in line with the meaning expressed by Mirra Noor Milla in her book entitled Why Choose the Path of Terror. According to him terrorists are interpreted as acts of violence, political motives, efforts to produce a broad and systematic atmosphere of fear, and the character of organized action. Based on these five elements, formulated acts of terrorism include: First, the use of violence, force or threat. Second, is political action. Third, it causes intense fear or terror in order to achieve the goal. Fourth, there is an effect of psychological reactions.
The terrorist concept above seems to be a reference for editors to continue to dismantle terrorist cases that have occurred in Indonesia. So it is not wrong if the Production Manager of Alhafis Pekanbaru Tribune, Yasir said that:
"Editors construct events around terrorists into a news product starting from an incident in the form of an act of terror allegedly committed by a person or group suspected of terrorism, such as bomb attacks and the like and attacks on government apparatus, especially lately often targeting members of the police. It could also be the arrest or raid of suspected terrorists. The report came from a reporter's observation at the scene and information from a police spokesman or police chief in the region. " From the statement it is clear that the basis for the emergence of the word terrorist is because it originates from the statement of the police spokesman, or an event that fulfills some elements of the meaning of terror. Therefore, researchers still respect and appreciate the informant's statement that their media does not label terrorists against Islam, so there is no process of agenda setting to direct the news that corners Islam. However, Riau Pos and Tribun Pekanbaru were trapped (intentionally or unintentionally) into a western scenario (America and its allies) which clearly resisted Islam. So it is feared that the news included in the two mass media becomes a fear (phobia) for many audiences towards Islam.
If it is related to the Agenda setting theory concept, then the opinions of Maxwell McCombs and Donald Shaw have become the foundation of these two media. The rationale for Agenda Setting is that among various topics published by mass media, topics that get more attention from the media will become more familiar to readers and will be considered important in a certain period of time, and will be the opposite for topics that receive less attention from the media.
From the news about terrorists who were developed by Riau Post and Tribun Pekanbaru, it was clear that the media seemed to be ignorant of the various faces of terrorism. For the media, terrorism is terrorism and terrorists are terrorists. Coverage which results in the emergence of psychological fear of criminal offenses is equated with reporting which results in terrorism in the community by blasting and threats of bombing. In addition, the mass media tends to display its coverage of a series of incidents of terrorist acts and consequently the coverage of the motives behind the terrorist group's own attacks and efforts to crush terrorist acts.
Discourse Developed in the Tribun Pekanbaru and Riau Post Daily Newspapers Regarding the Reporting of Terrorist Cases
The news about terrorists has succeeded in rolling out the discourse about the figure of the 'jihadist' actor identified with Islam. It is this portrait that ultimately raises the discourse that Islam as a radical religion which ultimately gave birth to the phobia of Islam among ordinary non-Muslims. The fear of a part of the world community towards Islam has not only become a western trap, but this condition has brought about the misunderstanding of people in understanding the concepts and values of a strict Islamic law. For example, in understanding the meaning of jihad, sometimes which is partially understood Even though the concept of jihad in Islam according to the Quran is:
Meaning: "And indeed we really will test you so that we know those who strive and be patient among you, and that we declare (the good and bad) things about you." From the description of jihad above, it is very clear that jihad does not only have the meaning of war, besides it requires knowledge, practices it, da'wah, fights lust and practices worship to Allah can also be called jihad, if the words of jihad are coupled with pious charity that is.
From several reports presented by the Riau Pos and Tirbun Pekanbaru newspapers, the discourse developed by the two media was more directed at acts of terror carried out by radical groups without labeling the aqeedah that was believed.
V. Conclussion
Labeling Terrorists Against Islam On News Regarding Terrorist Cases in the Daily Newspapers of Tribun Pekanbaru and Riau Pos has become a central issue developed by the two mass media. Deliberately or unintentionally, the two mass media are trapped into a western scenario that clearly fights against Islam. So that the labeling included in the two mass media becomes a fear (phobia) for many audiences towards Islam. The discourse developed by the newspaper Tribun Pekanbaru and Riau Pos Daily related the Terrorists was
